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Abstract—Since radio-frequency signals are affected signifi-
cantly by multipath fading, the localization accuracy they offer
cannot meet the sixth generations (6G) demanding specifications.
On the other hand, visible light positioning (VLP) has emerged
as a low cost alternative that takes into account the highly deter-
ministic channel characteristics of visible light communications to
provide cm-level accuracy provided that the investigated spaces
are adequately covered by LEDs. However, imperfect channel
state information and modeling can lead to positioning errors. In
this paper, localization accuracy is quantified in terms of channel
estimation errors via low complexity lateration algorithm. The
channel estimation errors can be caused by a variety of issues and
the provided analysis is general so that it can be easily applied
to a plethora of applications. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations
validate the proposed method and offer valuable insights for the
design and performance bounds of VLP systems.

Index Terms—visible light positioning (VLP), localization,
channel estimation errors

I. INTRODUCTION

As we pave the way for the sixth generation (6G) of wireless
access, one of the key performance indicators (KPIs) has been
identified as the increase in localization accuracy [1]. In the
indoor case, where the service of global navigation satellite
systems (GNSSs) is poor, radio-frequency (RF) systems, such
as cellular and WiFi, have long attracted attention as possible
alternatives. However, in most cases, the accuracy is unsat-
isfactory, primarily due to the fading effects that RF signals
experience. On the other hand, visible light communications
(VLC) have increased in popularity as an energy efficient way
to complement current indoor wireless access. Additionally,
visible light positioning (VLP), the solution of VLC for
indoor localization, offers many benefits over the RF options,
primarily, the fact that the VLC channel gain experiences much
fewer non line-of-sight effects, such as fading. The ubiquitous
coverage of buildings with energy efficient light emitting
diodes (LEDs) as part of the illumination infrastructure means
that in large indoor spaces, such as offices, airports, malls,

etc., there are many possible access points (APs) to exploit
for localization purposes.

In this context, various works on VLP have emerged in
the last decade. Most works focus on received signal strength
(RSS) techniques, while different methods of obtaining a
location estimate using the time of arrival, angle of arrival and
time difference of arrival are also presented. These aspects of
VLP can be found in recent surveys such as [2]–[4]. Besides
these, in [5], a trilateration method based on RSS was utilized
to locate users and experimental results showed an estimated
position error of 2.4 cm for fixed height. Furthermore, the
authors of [6] achieved a three-dimensional (3D) accuracy of
9 cm with the use of Gaussian mixture sigma-point particle
filter technique. The authors of [7] used a gyroscope and tilted
receivers to increase the localization accuracy by utilizing the
readings of the gyroscope and adjusting the estimated location
accordingly. Moreover, in [8], the authors utilized the RSS
indication technique to estimate that unless moderate to high
LED power and low reflectivity walls are used, the error could
exceed 1 m with such methods. In [9], the authors also used
an accelerometer on the device with tilted receivers to adjust
for the orientation. The performed experiment validated their
method and the resulting error was about 6 cm even when the
mobile device was moving in the 3D space with up to 1.3 m/s
velocity. Additionally, in [10], orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) in VLC was utilized to counter the
multipath effects both for communications and localization.
Simultaneously with the location, the orientation was also
estimated in [11] by utilizing the RSS with a particle-assisted
stochastic search algorithm. The resulting scheme was able
to estimate the location and orientation with high accuracy
without information on the height of receiver in the space.
More recently, in [12], a highly accurate VLP system was
presented with tilted transmitters considering the non line-of-
sight (nLoS) paths and achieved cm-level error.

In the above works, specific assumptions about the channel20
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model were made, while also assuming the availability of the
channel state information (CSI). This can often be difficult
to be obtained, especially when designing a system with low
complexity such as RSS-based VLP systems. In this work, in
order to quantify how the channel estimation imperfections,
either because of imprecise channel modeling or due to the
unavailability of perfect CSI, we propose a way to connect
the channel estimation errors with the localization accuracy
of an RSS VLP system. Monte Carlo simulations validate the
proposed analysis and valuable insights are derived that can
assist in defining performance bounds of such systems.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a VLP system that consists of a group of
visible light communication APs and a user that requires
localization services, as shown in Fig. 1. In VLC systems it
is known that line-of-sight (LoS) is the most dominant path
[13]. The nLoS paths’ influence is negligible, thus they are
usually omitted [14]–[16]. Moreover, it is assumed that the
user’s device is fitted with a photodetector (PD) vertically
facing upwards. From this assumption, it is extracted that the
angle of incidence, which is denoted by ψ is equal to the
angle of irradiance denoted by ϕ. Furthermore, d denotes the
corresponding Euclidean distance and we assume that the VLC
APs are indexed from the set I = {1, . . . , I}. Thus, the VLC
channel from the i-th AP with i ∈ I to a user is given by
[13], [17]

hi =
(m+ 1)APD

2πd2i
cosm(ϕi)Tfgc(ψi) cos(ψi), (1)

where m = − ln 2
ln(cosΦ1/2)

is the Lambertian emission order
and Φ1/2 is the radiation angle at which the intensity is half
of the intensity at the main-beam direction. Also, Tf is the
gain of the optical filter, APD denotes the physical area of the
PD, and gc(ψi) stands for the optical concentrator gain, which
is given as [13], [18]

gc(ψi) =

{
n2
c

sin2(Ψmax)
, 0 ≤ ψi ≤ Ψmax

0, ψi > Ψmax,
(2)

where nc denotes the refractive index, and Ψmax is the
semi-angle of the field of view of the PD. Without loss of
generality, the use of an orthogonal multiple access (OMA)
scheme, e.g., optical orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA), single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA), time
division multiple access (TDMA), and frequency reuse are
applied in the network, thus there is neither intra- nor inter-
cell interference. The SNR of the optical wireless link from
the i-th AP to the user can be written as

γi =
(hiηPi)

2

σ2
n

, (3)

where η denotes the responsivity of the PD in the VLC
receiver, Pi denotes the optical power that AP i allocates for
communication to transmit the data-carrying signal, σ2

n is the
variance of the photocurrent noise, accounting for thermal,

User (𝑥𝑥0, 𝑦𝑦0, 𝑧𝑧0)

VLC AP1 VLC AP2 VLC AP3 VLC AP4

ℎ1

ℎ2
ℎ3

ℎ4

Fig. 1. System model.

background, dark, and shot noises, and modeled as additive
white Gaussian noise with

σ2
n = σ2

t + σ2
b + σ2

d + σ2
s , (4)

where σ2
t , σ2

b , σ2
d, and σ2

s denote the variances of thermal,
background, dark, and shot noise, respectively, which depend
on the load resistor of the trans-impedance amplifier (TIA)
and the average photo-current Ib due to background noise.

III. POSITIONING WITH CHANNEL ESTIMATION ERRORS

In this section, the 3D trilateration algorithm is proposed
that takes into account channel estimation errors. We assume
that a user in the room can estimate their true channel, hi,
with an estimate ĥi. The estimation of the channel is given as
[19]

hi = ĥi + ϵi, (5)

where the error ϵi is a random variable following the Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and for the i-th AP the variance
is described by σ2

ϵ,i. The noise during the CSI estimation is
AWGN [13], which means that it has zero mean and therefore
the estimation error will also follow a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean.

The user estimates the channel value from the received
messages transmitted by the APs, with a certain SNR from
each AP. Let Si be the surface that characterizes the channel of
the i-th AP, described by (1), which encloses a certain amount
of volume. In order to uniquely determine the position of the
user, the surfaces Si,∀i ∈ I must have a single intersection
point. For this to happen we need more than 3 APs, since
the intersection of two surfaces, without loss of generality
say S1, S2, is a curve f1,2 and the intersection of f1,2 with
S3 would be at least 2 points, except for the special case
that S3 has only one touching point with f1,2. This makes
it impossible to identify the correct position of the user by
deploying up to 3 APs.

Hence, for the proposed positioning system we assume that
I = 4 VLC APs are deployed. Let their positions in Cartesian
coordinates be described as (xi, yi, zi),∀i ∈ I, and let zi be
the same for all APs. As stated in Section II, for the sake
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of simplicity, we have ϕi = ψi. Also, in general, cos(ϕi) =
z0/di, where z0 denotes the z-coordinate of the user. Solving
(1) with respect to di yields the following relation

di =
(
ciz

m+1
0

)1/(m+3)
, (6)

where
ci =

Tfgc(ψi)(m+ 1)APD

2πhi
. (7)

For the position of the user, we know that the Euclidean
distance is given as

di =
√
(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2 + (zi − z0)2, (8)

where (x0, y0, z0) is the position of the user in space expressed
in Cartesian coordinates. Combining (6) and (8), we get that
for every AP the following equation holds(
ciz

m+1
0

) 1
m+3 =

√
(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2 + (zi − z0)2.

(9)
Using (9) for i ∈ I, we obtain a system of non-linear
equations in terms of x0, y0, z0. To solve this system, we
can implement numerical methods such as the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results of the proposed
method. For the simulations, we assumed that the user is
inside a room of dimensions 7m× 7m× 3m. The VLC APs
were deployed in the positions shown in Table I, described in
Cartesian coordinates. A Monte Carlo of over 104 user position
realizations was utilized in order to evaluate the performance
of the proposed system in the studied room. Also, we assumed
that the channel estimation error is due to the noise variance
σ2
n, which is assumed to be constant and equal to a value

estimated from a reference point, the center of the room.
Therefore, for each AP i, σ2

ϵ,i is expressed as

σ2
ϵ,i = σ2

n =
(ηPi)

2

γ
h2av, (10)

where hav =
(∑

i∈I hi
)
/I is the average channel. To better

evaluate the performance of the proposed system, it is im-
portant to investigate the influence of the error in the channel
estimation and how this affects the accuracy in the localization
problem. For this reason, inspired by the amount of fading
(AoF) metric, we introduce the amount of estimation error
metric, defined as E =

(
E[ĥ2] − (E[ĥ])2

)
/(E[ĥ])2 and in the

considered system can be expressed as

E =
σ2
ϵ

(E[ĥ])2
(11)

with E[·] denoting expectation. The main advantage of this
metric is that it can be used to compare the main characteristic
of the error, i.e., its variance, with the main characteristic of
the localization accuracy, i.e., the real channel. Hence, smaller
values of E correspond in better channel estimation, since the
error is small compared to the mean channel of the user at his
current location.

TABLE I
VLC APS COORDINATES

VLC AP Coordinates
1 (−1.5, 1.5, 3)
2 (2, 2, 3)
3 (1.5,−1.5, 3)
4 (−2,−2, 3)
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Fig. 2. Localization MSE error for varying values of transmit SNR, γ, and
radiation angles, Φ1/2.

In Fig. 2, we investigate the performance of the proposed
indoor VLP system in terms of mean squared error (MSE).
As can be seen, the error performance of the system has
two characteristic regions based on the transmit SNR that is
used. For the low SNR region, it can be observed that the
localization error in positioning attains relatively large values
regardless of the radiation angle that is utilized. On the other
hand, for the high SNR region, it is evident that the error in
positioning grows smaller. This behavior is to be expected,
because, as showcased by (10), increasing values of γ result
in smaller values of σϵ, which means that the estimation error
grows smaller compared to the real value of the channel h as
well. Hence, as γ increases, we can expect an improvement in
the accuracy of the proposed positioning system. Furthermore,
we can see that the greater the radiation angle Φ1/2 is the
better the localization gets and with a steeper curve. This
improvement is a result of the better coverage of the studied
room as Φ1/2 increases because the equi-channel surfaces that
describe the greater radiation angles are not as directional
as those of the smaller radiation angles. Thus, in the case
of small radiation angles the performance of the system is
limited for two basic reasons, the fact that for most locations
in the room, the user’s channel is poor, but also because
even if the user is located close to a VLC AP resulting in
good channel conditions, their distance from the rest of the
VLC APs remains large which deteriorates the accuracy of
the system.
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Fig. 3. Percentage amount of fading for varying values of transmit SNR, γ,
and radiation angles, Φ1/2.

In Fig. 3, the percentage E of the proposed system is
presented with regard to the SNR. As explained in Section III,
the performance of the system improves, as E gets smaller.
As expected, the large decrease of E in the larger radiation
angles results in greater improvement in the accuracy, because
the channel estimation is more robust. This decrease is of
paramount importance since it is the main reason that allows
the proposed VLP system to attain small MSE localization
error regardless of the user’s position in the room. This also
highlights the fact that even though VLC conditions can be far
from ideal in the vast majority of the room, i.e., the coverage
is such that the channels can be relatively small compared
to typical values, VLC can still be used to assist the user in
retrieving accurate localization information.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a VLP system based on the RSS method
was evaluated when channel estimation errors plagued the
reception. The channel estimation errors were modeled as
an additive noise to the conventional LoS estimation of the
VLC channel, so that they are general enough to capture
both modeling errors and channel state imperfections. The
performance of the VLP system was quantified under these
terms and valuable design insights were obtained. The derived
results agree with existing literature on the performance of
VLP systems, while the use of the estimation errors can lead
to performance bounds for similar RSS-based visible light
localization systems.
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